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Using information and
communication technology

Planning and preparation is the most important part of using information and
communication technology. 

Planning allows a range of possibilities to be considered in solving a problem. It
also allows careful selection of the software and software features needed.

Design brief
A design brief clearly states the problem to be solved and outlines the solution
expected. Design briefs are often used in business to set out the objectives of a
project: what is expected from the project and when it is expected.

To meet a design brief, information and communication technology uses four
key steps:

Pen and paper are effective tools to use in investigation and design.
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Stage 1: Investigation
The investigation stage is used to understand the problem to be solved and clarify
the outcome. The following questions might well be asked:

• what is the task to be done or problem to be solved?
• does it require information and communication technology?
• what do people need to do and when do they need to do it?
• are additional information, resources and research required before the

solution can be created?

Table 1.1 Tools for Investigation

Investigation tool Explanation Examples and uses

concept maps a hierarchical diagram to represent concepts often used for knowledge mapping
from the general to the specific.The links 
between the key concepts have words to 
describe the relationship of the concepts

idea maps visual brainstorming technique, starting from preliminary tool to organise and
the main idea.The main idea is in the centre arrange thoughts, group ideas
with other sub ideas linking to it

Figures 11.16, page 202, Site map for 
web site and 12.1, page 224,
Mammals idea map
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A software tool
‘Inspiration’ is a visual thinking and organisational tool to enable ideas or
concepts to be represented as diagrams.

Stage 2: Design
In this stage, the solution to the problem is set out in detail.

What planning needs to be done using design tools? There are a variety of
techniques that can be applied to a problem at the design stage. The selection of
the appropriate design tool depends on the nature of the problem to be solved,
the expertise of the designer and the tools that are available.

Table 1.2 Tools for design

The tools that can be used for creating a design include:

Design tool Explanation Examples and uses

layout diagrams use pen and paper to represent how a to give a general idea of what the finished
web page may appear on screen, or product might look like not necessarily 
how a brochure may look a detailed diagram. Sometimes called a 

‘wire frame’ when basic layout only is shown.

Figures 11.2, page 185,Wireframe for newsletter
and 11.19, page 203,Wireframe for web page

storyboards to show (often in reduced view) may show a series of layout diagrams for 
screens of a presentation, or key key screens in reduced view
frames in a movie

shows stages from the start through Figure 12.3, page 225,Template for storyboard
to the last.

annotated diagrams show in detail what a document detailed view of a screen or page. On the 
or part of a document may diagram elements are given font names, font size,
look like font alignment and other details. Figure 11.20,

page 204, layout diagram for web page
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What should a design do?
A design should allow another person or group of people to create the solution to
a problem. For example, an architect draws plans to represent a design for a
house and a builder uses these plans to build the house.

An architect’s plans are often created from freehand drawings and roughs that
show a project in a conceptual stage.

Imagine a solution
When developing a solution it is a good idea to include all possible things, just
like making a wish list. 

It is easier to discard features after the design phase than it is to include new
features after the design phase.

Figure 1.3
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Investigate and find examples
Looking at the work of others and collecting examples of solutions can help you
work out your solution. For example, when designing a web site, look at a range
of web pages and note the features that help make these pages successful.

Can a design be changed?
A design can be changed while being developed. In fact, changing a design may
be a necessary step in producing a worthwhile solution.

Often a prototype is developed to assess the usefulness of a design. However,
changes in design must be compared to the brief, and checks must be put in
place to ensure mistakes are avoided.

Good design is critical to good production
Good design allows a clear mind when producing the solution. It is difficult to
focus on production if the design is incomplete or lacking detail.

Stage 3: Production
Production means making or building the solution. Using a computer and
software requires a number of decisions to be made by the person or team who
are producing the solution.

Figure 1.5
Annotated layout
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Table 1.3 Tools for production

Production tool Explanation Examples and uses

folder list and decide what folders and what folder names will provide names for the image files after
file list be used to store the files created for the they have been downloaded from a 

project digital camera

list the names to be given to files created by a 
computer so that names given will make sense,
will be in sequence and related to the project

timelines represent a project by showing the order in horizontal scale is time based
which various stages will be completed

show tasks that must be completed before vertical scale shows events
other tasks

show tasks that can be done at the same time used to depict historical events
as other tasks

flow chart a diagram using standard symbols to show can show the overall as well as 
the steps to be followed in a process detailed view

can incorporate the paths to be 
followed if decisions have to be made

list of tasks and enables team members to allocate tasks timeline of tasks for the project
responsibilities and the times in which they are to be 
for team based done
projects

templates creating a template of a file provides a standard, a document template for a newsletter
agreed format for a solution ensures the quality of the solution.

wizards a series of screens with questions and prompts, presentation layouts, letters, lists in 
the answers are used to create a document spreadsheets.
based on those preferences

outline view of a document headings to provide headings can be promoted and 
overview and structure demoted, order can be changed.

In business, software such as Microsoft Project is often used to assign tasks to
team members and to create timelines.

For small projects, the Task module in Microsoft Outlook can be used to track
progress of a project.

Figure 1.6 Example of a timeline produced using Microsoft Project
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Stage 4: Evaluation
This stage is a reflection upon what has been produced to see if it:

• meets the objectives of the design brief
• can be improved.

Answers to the following questions should be considered:

• does the solution meet the needs of the user?
• does the solution meet the expectations of the designer?
• what methods will be used to evaluate the solution?
• does the solution allow communication in an effective manner?
• if the task was to be done again, what changes could be made?
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Table 1.4 Tools for Evaluation

Evaluation tool Explanation Examples and uses

survey or questionnaire asking users specific questions analysis of the answers is helpful
relating to the solution

interview face to face discussion about the solution provides immediate feedback

anecdotal informal responses to the solution provides useful feedback

comparing the solution using pre-set criteria to evaluate the peer evaluation of solution (other 
with that of others solution students involved in evaluation)

testing using data with known solutions to see if testing that the calculations for a home
the results are correct loan are correct

Design brief for a sporting club newsletter

Investigation
Consider the task of creating a newsletter for a sporting club.
A newsletter for a tennis club is needed to provide:

• regular communication to members
• up to date results and fixtures
• news for all types of members: adults, juniors
• coaching tips.

The fortnightly newsletter could be set up to be four A4 pages and include text
and images.

Design
Decisions need to be made about the design. Tasks involved in the process need
to be identified and a timeline established. The design should include a template
of the newsletter with styles established and sections identified. Responsibility for
the various tasks also needs to be assigned.

Decision Newsletter for a sporting club

what tasks need to be done? design the template for layout
create text
scan images
create images and logos
place content on page
edit and proofread
proof copy
final copy and print

what software tool(s) can best solve the can a word processor produce the newsletter 
problem? or does it need desktop publishing software?

if more than one software tool is used if desktop publishing software is to be used should
how do they interact? the text be created in a word processor first,

then placed into the page layout software
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Decision Newsletter for a sporting club

what features of the software tool need should a template or wizard be used to determine
to be used? the format of the newsletter or is an original 

design required?

do the plans produced at the design would the newsletter be better in double or 
stage need modification? triple column, how many images should be on 

the page

what steps need to be done in what should text be placed on a page before the 
sequence? images?

how to save the documents in what format do the computer files need to be 
to be compatible with the software?

Production
The solution should be a four-page newsletter with the identified areas included.

It should include:

• documentation that explains how to create a newsletter
• standards for printing
• methods of importing and placing images
• tasks, responsibilities and timelines.

Evaluation
There are two methods of evaluation that would be useful in such an example:

1 Testing to see that it meets the requirements in terms of:
a size (4 pages)
b are the layouts, headings and document styles suitable?
c images—can they be placed and printed?
d can the newsletter be easily produced and meet deadlines?

2 User questionnaire:
a does it meet the readers’ needs?
b do readers find it easy to read?
c is the communication effective?


